
Session 1:
Research, Styles,
Niches & More!



• The key differences between standard books and 
anthology books.

• Themes specific to anthology books.
• What’s trending?
• What to include inside your anthology book.
• Basic anthology book structure…
• And more!

What to Expect in Session 1



A Little History
Where do anthology books come from?
• In the 17th century, the word “anthology” was adapted 

to English from the Greek word “anthologia” meaning 
“a collection of flowers”. This term was coined to 
reference one of the earliest known anthologies, The 
Garland, a book that compared each of the included 
poets to a flower.

• All around the world, known for poetry collections.



A Little History
Today…
• In the 20th century, it’s become a sought-after form of 

publication for poets.
• Expanded in recent years to almost every other genre 

that can compile a collection of short writings.
• Usually a collection from multiple authors… can be a 

collection of work from one author… like essays.



Author Benefits
What’s so great about anthology books?
• Writers get the chance to be published without all the 

upfront work of writing a standard-sized book.
• Instead of 50,000+ words, they only need 1,000-ish.
• Can be used by publishers to quickly build a repertoire 

of works… and customer base.
• Inspire and entertain readers around the world… and 

encourage readers to follow authors they love.



Anthology Themes
Most common themes:
• Poetry (dark, humorous, inspirational, eclectic)
• Science Fiction (traditional, dark, fantasy)
• Romance (erotica, traditional, historical)
• Inspirational (Chicken Soup, personal growth)
• Humor (cartoons, long jokes, “real” stories)
• How-To (business, self-help, step-by-steps) 



Anthology Trends
What’s trending?
• Short stories
• Fantasy
• Sci-Fi
• Horror
• Romance
• Literary Classics

• “Feel good” inspirational
• Best advice
• Top tips
• True stories (crimes, etc.)
• History



Include This!
Your anthology book’s structure:
• Cover (including spine and back cover if printed)
• Copyright info

– Copyright each author’s contribution with their chapter.

• Dedication (optional… inside front cover)
• Title page
• About the Author (for each author’s contribution)



Include This!
Your anthology book’s structure:
• Very short book description (back cover)
• Select author photos (back cover, optional)
• ISBN (back cover)
• Publisher info (inside title page and back cover)
• Pricing (inside ISBN barcode)
• Series title (if applicable)



Include This!
Important notes:
• Be sure to include every author’s bio (limit it to 200 

words) after their chapter. Include their website and a 
photo if possible.

• Don’t limit it to one book. These are the perfect books 
to easily create an entire series! More books in the 
series = more sales for you.



Anthology Writing Basics
Anthology guidelines:
• Depends on the type of book.

– Define: Short fiction? Longer how-to? Limited number of 
authors? Interview style?

• 12-20 authors is ideal for shorter books.
• 5-10 authors is ideal for longer books.
• More authors = more wrangling!



• Brainstorm themes… what ideas do you already 
have? What ideas did you get from this training?

• Decide on a theme to compile your first anthology…
• Determine your ideal book length… now how many 

authors do you need if each one writes 1,000 words?
• Having fun? Create a series!
• Get ready for Session 2!

Session 1 Homework


